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1080P Full HD Dash Camera

The Orbit 120 is a reliable compact dash cam shooting in 1080p, capturing clear footage to provide evidence in cases when
drivers need it the most. Using 120° wide angle lens allows you to capture more lanes of the road. More importantly, with a
wider range, you’ll capture those small details such as license plates. A G-sensor is the embedded gravity sensor that can
sense drastic braking or a collision, automatically locking onto your emergency files ensuring it won't be loop recorded over.
An 8GB microSD card is included in the package, so drivers can instantly install and be ready to capture everything that may
unfold on the road.
Full HD 1080P

Specifications

Records in 1080p full HD resolution. This will smoothly
capture clear video in fast moving scenes.

Resolution: 1080p
Image Sensor: CMOS Sensor
Display: 2″ TFT
Video Format: .avi
FOV: 120°
G-Sensor: Yes
Motion Detection: Yes
Storage Memory: 8GB included (Supports up to 32GB)
Unit Dimensions: 2" x 1" x 2" in
Unit Weight: 0.25 lbs
Mount: Suction Cup
Interface: Mini-USB
Power Supply: 180mAh Li-ion battery embedded
Operating Temperature: 14°F~149°F / -10°C~65°

Compact Design
Experience a high performance dash cam in a sleek, spacesaving, and discreet design. Compact size meets all needs for
daily recording purpose.

120° Viewing Angle
With a wider field of vision, you’ll be able to capture more
lanes of the road. You won’t need to worry about missing
those small details on the road such as license plates.

G-Sensor for Emergency File Saving
The G-sensor is a gravity sensor that will sense any collision,
swerve, or hard braking, and automatically lock the current
video so it cannot be loop recorded over.

Supports 32GB, 8GB MicroSD Card Included
A 8GB microSD card is included in the package, so you’ll be
set to install in your car and start recording. This device
supports up to 32GB of external storage, allowing 5 hours of
recorded footage before being loop recorded over.

Shipping Information

